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• Sweet-Parker reconnection predicts a much slower reconnection rate 
than observed in solar flares and Earth’s magnetosphere
– Solar flares release energy in a time frame of a few to tens of minutes.  

Sweet-Parker predicts it would be months. This model cannot work for most 
astrophysical situations.

• Petchek (1964) proposed a different model, involving slow-mode shocks, 
allowing for a more-localized reconnection region – and X-point type 
geometry. The reconnection rate scales as 1/ln(Rm) – fast reconnection.

Slow shock



• Petchek reconnection is not observed (in space or 
laboratory plasmas) to occur, thus this idea, is not 
the explanation for fast reconnection seen in space 
plasmas.

• So-called “Hall” reconnection does seem to agree 
with laboratory and space plasmas.

• What is “Hall” reconnection? To answer, this, 
consider the lecture on Feb 10 concerning the 
electric field in MHD. At the bottom of page 7 of 
those lecture notes, we wrote:
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X-point geometry.

Numerical Simulations



Current density, J, in a high-”guide-field” kinetic numerical simulation

• The inclusion of the Hall term can lead to a “tearing-mode” 
instability for thin current sheets at small scales.

• This has been shown from fully kinetic numerical simulations to 
lead to the formation of “magnetic islands”, especially in the so-
called “high-guide-field limit” (the guide field is the out of plane 
component of the magnetic field. High guide field is when this 
field dominates the in-plane magnetic field)
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